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Hajjah- Haradh 

 

Islamic Relief  

 
- No air strikes today. The situation is calm. 

- No security for the camps ( a letter has been sent to the Executive Unit by IRY)  

- there is a threat from some IDPs to break into Islamic Relief Yemen store to take the tents as the 

letter directed to the executive by IRY (it will be forwarded to you ) 

- Distribution  of food in the war houses of WFP started today through  community leaders to avoid 
blundering food due to lack of security in the camps  

- Absence of the Executive unit role to provide security for the camps make the tents in IRY store in 

danger as well as the NFIs stored in the women center. The NFIs were already subject to 
blundering by IDPs due to the absence of security which is the responsibility of the government  

- there is still displacement from the camps due to yesterday air strikes 
 

Hajjah- Abbs 

 
Yemen Red Crescent 

As a result of the bombing of the military camp west Abbas district, this has led to panic and displacement 

of large numbers of people to the nearby mountains. No certain numbers has been indicated till moment.  
 

 

Hajjah- Meddi  

 

Yemen Red Crescent 

Due to shelling targeted meddi sea port, displacement has been noticed, however no specific number was 

provided till moment.    
 

Amran Governorate 

Islamic Help 

Amran governorate has received thousands of households from the outskirts of the capital region 

reaching up to ~2000 households who have been fleeing the areas surrounding military encampments, 

weapon storages and other areas attacked during the past few days. The majority of these households were 

women and children (as adult males mostly remained in the capital region) leaving those households 
vulnerable and dependent on the already overwhelmed host areas in Amran.  

 

Islamic Help conducted visits to several districts to gather information on the needs of IDP and host 
households and was able to interview over 50 IDP and host households; all of the IDP households fled 

from Sana’a and Sa’ada governorate due to the bombardment and while most of them stayed with host 



households and relatives others rented houses. All of the households interviewed were concerned about 
their Water and food supplies and noted that the influx of IDPs from nearby governorates has sharply 

decreased their supplies; some IDP households also complained of the shortcomings of their 

accommodation. 
 

Finally the majority of the communities interviewed noted that they expect more IDPs to arrive as the 

governorate has been spared from direct attacks for the time being. 
 

 

Sa’ada Governorate  

 

Al-Amal Association  

 

Sa’ada town remain without electricity and water for the fourth day. The airstrikes led to displacement of 
many families from the areas in which airstrikes took place and also from the areas people are afraid to be 

targeted by airstrikes searching for safer areas. 

 
The following table show estimated numbers for the displacement movement from districts until now. 

 

 District (Place of origin) Number of IDPs 

families 

Location of displacement  

Razih (Burkan –Alnadheer—shaarah ) 350 The Northern parts of Razih--Haradh 

Munabbeh (Al Khamees ) 25 Madinat Jawy 

Ketaf 50 Al Hishwah—A'al Salem—Amlah--Barat 

Majez (Dhahian—AL jemelah ) 180 Takhyah—Sarah—Majez city—Al Maareef—Fallah 
A'al Tharyah—Saqayn district--Saadah 

Saadah ( Al Matar—Gohzah— 

AL Dhubat—Saada  city—Mukhzan—Al 

magash—Al zoor—Al shabab—Al 

Musalhagat ) 

250 Bany ewayr—Al salam—Amlah—A'al salem—Al Rawdhah— 

center of the district—Saqayn district—Amran Governorate— 

Al Mahweet—Hajjah  

 

 

Aden  
 

The Danish Refugee Council (DRC) 

 
The Danish Refugee Council (DRC) reports that staff from its local ex-partners who underwent protection 

training, including on Human Rights, have reported a number of human rights violations in Al-Dhale 

Governorate such as, inter-alia, forced displacement, indiscriminate shelling and child recruitment.  

  
As a result of the generalized violence in the said governorate, urgent needs are indicated as water, 

sanitation, and health care, among others.  However, an attempt is being made by the local ex-partner staff 

to undertake an assessment in order to determine the number of IDPs and verify the above-mentioned 
needs in Al-Dhale.   

 

In Khormaser and Crater districts of Aden governorate, the continuous fighting between Al-Houthi armed 
militant group and the local Popular Committees continue to displace the population including some staff 

members who were forced to relocate from their homes. 

Increasing number of injuries and casualties and limited medical supply are militating against efforts by 

medical teams, such as MSF and others, on the ground.  This is exacerbated by interruption of power 
supply which is not only affecting health care delivery but also limiting the ability of partners to 

communicate accordingly. 



 

Lahj 

Yemen Red Crescent 

   

The accessibility remains challenge due to the ongoing confrontation and armed clashes. It was reported 

that if the security situation doesn’t change, it may cause humanitarian catastrophe. Most of the IDPs 
movements were from Al Hawta and Tobn districts. It estimated that almost 4173 HH have fled from Al 

Hawta district to the neighboring areas and currently settle with relatives or rent houses, while 3044 HH 

families fled from Tobn district to the neighboring villages.  
 

Almost 917HH out of the a/m estimated number are residing in schools. The majority are in need for 

shelter, hygiene kit, food items and medication.  

      
  

Aljawf 

Islamic Help 

Islamic Help UK teams are observing IDPs movement from Sa'adah and Sana'a and started to 

track the situation. 

 

 
 


